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About This Game

Overview

Sword Bros is a fast-paced physics-based sword fighting game for 2-4 players.

Swing the joystick to swing your sword.
Adjust your grip to deflect an attack, or swing longer to break an opponent's guard.

Take the high ground, or rush in early!

Featuring state of the art Dude Slicing Tech™ and highly responsive sword physics.
Great for quick multiplayer, and deep enough for competitive play.

Controls

Left Stick: Move

Right Stick: Swing Sword

Bumpers: Jump

Triggers: Throw
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Ways to Play

Change things up by mixing and matching gameplay modifiers.

 Razor's Edge: A tense, quick match. Know your opponent.

 Slow Motion: Tactics are crucial, and skilled swordplay is a must.

 Replenishing Shields: Follow up your attacks. Don't let your opponent recharge.

 MEGASWORD: Sword not big enough? Make it BIGGER.
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Title: Sword Bros
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Drew Wallace
Publisher:
Drew Wallace
Release Date: 10 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8 or newer

Processor: Intel Core i3 or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 5000 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 60 MB available space

Additional Notes: Controller/gamepad required

English
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4\/5 one point docked for lack of lightsaber noises.. Great gameplay with horrible music.. Have to have a controller or else you
can not play.

Local multiplayer only.. Can this have Computers or Online mode?. theres not a lot of maps or content, and you cant play online
with your friends. this game isnt worth 5$ but maybe on a 75% sale it might, it gets boring after 10 minutes. Great game, fun to
play with friends! More maps and Star Wars modes (Steam Workshop) would be awesome. Recommended!. I love this game it
is incredibly fun playing with your friends, i bought it as soon as it came out because it looked cool and unique, it does kinda
sucks that you have to have a friend to play but the gameplay is smooth and fun. I suggest adding the possibilty of increasing and
decreasing heart amount and maybe let the other trigger do longer throw or something. But overall it is a great game to play with
your friends.
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